Patients cannot Keep up Posting Blog Articles without Responses
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Abstract—Due to the development of Internet, many patients are now displaying their subjective opinions. Also, several reports have convinced that the social network users maintain, or sometimes improve their quality of life (QOL) by actively using social networking services. However, preceding research has not paid much attention to the question of what keeps the patients’ motivation of using of the social networks. This research is to investigate the factors that influence the patients’ motivation to maintain their active participations in the social networks. We used 18,917 blog articles to explore the factors that brought the blog posting to a halt. These articles were posted on the LifePalette, one of the biggest Japanese online social networking services for patients. We investigated on the following three conditions: disease-based condition, gender-based condition, and socially-supported-based condition. In order to capture the image of how long it took for the LifePalette users to stop posting the blog articles, we used the Kaplan-Meier methods to estimate the ratio of the actively posting users over time, as an analogy of blog’s life. Our investigations showed that the factor which influenced the continuation of the user’s article posting was whether the user received comments or not, instead of the other factors, such as the disease types or the gender differences. The result of our research suggests the importance of receiving comments for the social network users.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are reports convincing that using of online social networks increases the quality of life (QOL) of the patients, and due to the development of Internet and of social networks, many patients are now displaying their subjective opinions. However, there are not many researches that explore what makes it possible to keep the patients’ continuous use of the social networks. This research is to investigate the factors that influence the patients’ motivation to maintain their active participations in the social networks.

The mainstream of the medical decision has been made based on the scientific evidences reported by doctors or any other academic specialists, and such decision has traditionally excluded the patients’ subjective information.

The conventional medical research has been mainly focusing on the clinical evidences by doctors or any other academic specialists. On the other hand, such research has not given much attention to the patients’ subjective information.

These days, however, with the development of information and communication technology, collecting data of patient’s self-descriptions and their self-reports has become much easier, and the enormous amount of information from such data, so-called the Big Data, is now actively used for medical analysis [1], [2], [3].

Generally speaking, there are several approaches taken for such medical analysis by using patients’ self-data, such as the approach for practical medical studies. One of the most famous attempts is the PatientsLikeMe [4]. This world-famous social network allows the patients who are suffering rare diseases (e.g. ALS, MS, Parkinson’s Disease, HIV/AIDS) to interact each other to share their actual experiences. Their experiences as the patients' subjective data have now become a new evidence for the further scientific researches [5], [6], [7].

Patients who are suffering chronic diseases, such as cancer or depression, are also actively committed to social networks, for there are numbers of patients who are sharing the experiences of the same diseases. Such patients are supporting each other through social networking services, and such activities are sometimes called the Internet Support Groups (ISGs) [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29]. There are networks that are not limited to particular diseases. One of such social
networks is the LifePalette [27], originated from a cancer ISG, which we have used for this research.

The advantages of sharing patients’ experiences by using such online communities or any other social networks are functioning as exchanging information, as getting social supports and as regaining their personal empowerment [8], [10], [11]. Especially, the increase of the patients’ QOL is investigated in variety of reports [16], [17], [19], [14], [15], [30]. Winzelberg, et al. reported that the peer support through an online support group is as effective as a face-to-face group support [19]. There are reports that claim that participating in online communities helps patients to overcome their loneliness and to be fulfilled in their lives [31], [32]. However, there are a number of patients who do not actively commit to such online communities [33], [34]. Especially, in Japan, even though the Internet penetration rate is as high as Western countries, there are much less online communities available [35].

Such studies were focusing on the practical outcome of the social networks. However, according to the previous studies, only few researches have been done on the specific factors which benefit the users of online communities [18], [36].

In any cases, it is shown that patients should actively commit to the social networks and share their information to increase their QOL. However, it is also true that many patients cannot keep up with participating in the communities, and they eventually stop participating at all, or some participants are not active at all from the first place [33]. Considering that the active participants are benefited more [36], it is important to keep the participants’ motivation.

This research is to investigate the cause that influences the continuous participation of social networks, and to try revealing the conditions for keeping their motivation to actively participate in the online communities.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

We used 18,917 blog articles to explore the factors that brought the blog posting to a halt. These articles were those posted on the LifePalette, which is one of the biggest Japanese online social networking services for patients. As of this report, the LifePalette has 185 registered users (53 males, 78 females, and 54 unknowns) and 18,917 posted articles (11,202 blog articles and 7,715 comments), and each user averages 0.88 comments 1. All users of this social network are patients, and the top 10 diseases that the users have are shown in Table I. It shows the most common disease that the users afflicted with is cancer, and amongst all the types, the users are most often suffering from breast cancer.

This research is to investigate the factors that are related to maintain the social network user’s article posting. We investigated as long as 36 months span (the posting lasted longer than 36 months were also considered as 36 months of posting). For those users with blank period of posting articles, we investigated from the beginning of the article posting until the posting stopped for more than 13 months, but no later. As a result, the average duration of the user’s posting was 4.76 months.

1including comments by nonregistered users

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>breast cancer</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>malignant lymphoma</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leukemia</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lung cancer</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uterine cancer</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stomach cancer</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prostate cancer</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brain tumor</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diabetes</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>depression</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cancer</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We made this investigation on the following 3 conditions: disease-based condition, gender-based condition, and socially-supported-based condition. (Hereafter, we call each condition, disease condition, gender condition, and sociality condition.)

Disease Condition: As shown in Table I, we first investigated according to the users’ diseases. We used the most common 8 diseases of the LifePalette users (at least 5 users are afflicted with each disease), that are: breast cancer, malignant lymphoma, leukemia, lung cancer, uterine cancer, stomach cancer, prostate cancer, and brain tumor. We investigated the relationship between the each disease type and the duration of the user’s posting. The total number of the users we investigated was 93, as shown in Table I.

Gender Condition: We secondly investigated according to the gender differences. This was to find the relationship between the gender differences and the continuous posting term. We eliminated the users whose gender could not be identified from the articles. The total number of the male users was 53, and that of the female users was 78.

Sociality Condition: We thirdly investigated the relationship between receiving comments and the duration of the user’s posting. The maximum value of the number of comments received was 10.44, the minimum value was 0, and the median value was 0. Since the median was 0, in this report, we divided the users into two groups: the user group that had received one or more comments, and the other that had never received a comment. We investigated the relationship between these two groups and the continuous posting term.

III. RESULTS

Our first step was to explore the factors that bring the blog posting to a halt.

In order to capture the image of how long it took for the LifePalette patients to stop posting the blog articles, we used the Kaplan-Meier methods to estimate the ratio of the actively posting users over time, as an analogy of blog’s life. The following figures (Fig.1-3) indicate disease-based, gender-
Fig. 1. The Kaplan-Meier curves according to disease-types. The vertical-axis represents the user rates of the blog posting. The user rates indicate the rates of the users who continued the article posting. The horizontal-axis represents the months passed since the first posting of the each user (1 - 36 months). All curves showed the exponential decreases over time.

Fig.1 indicates the disease-based estimation. We used 9 disease-types (which more than 5 users of the LifePalette are afflicted with), including the disease-type unknown (meaning, the patient’s disease was not indicated in the article). As shown in Fig.1, all disease-types showed exponential decreases over time. The drastic decrease continued until 6 months after the first post, and 50% of all the users stopped posting articles by their first 6th month. After 12 months, 30% of the prostate cancer patients still continued their posting, whereas all the uterine cancer, brain tumor and lung cancer patients quitted posting. After 3 years (36 months), even the active user ratio of the prostate cancer patients decreased to 20%. Among all the diseases we investigated, prostate cancer patients showed least decrease in blog posting.

Fig.2 indicates the gender-based investigation. As shown in Fig.2, both male’s and female’s Kaplan-Meier curves decreased exponentially over time, just as of the disease-based investigation. This tendency was again obvious by the 6th month after their first article postings, and 50% of both male and female users stopped posting their articles. After one year (12 months), both male and female users’ rate decreased to approximately 10%, and after 3 years (36 months), the ratio of both genders decreased to less than 10%.

Fig.3 indicates the socially-supported-based investigation. The socially-supported group was consisted of the users who had gotten one or more comments throughout their posting, and the not-socially-supported group was consisted of those who had never gotten any comments. As shown in Fig.3, with or without comments, the rate exponentially dropped over time. However, this tendency was more conspicuous for the not-socially-supported group. When the user did not receive any comment, 80% of them stopped posting any articles by 6 months since their first posting, and after 24 months, 100% of them stopped posting articles. On the other hand, less than 70% of the socially-supported group stopped posting articles by 6 months, and even after 24 months, approximately 10% users kept posting their articles.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Fig.1 shows that the user rate of the prostate cancer was relatively high. We divided the users into two groups: those afflicted with prostate cancer, and those with other diseases. We used the generalized Wilcoxon test on the above two groups, and there was not a significant difference between the two \( p = 0.08 \). However, this time, the number of users who had prostate cancer was small \( n = 7 \), and further investigations with greater samples were required for verification.

Fig.4 shows the relationship between the five-year relative survival rates of each disease and the active user rates, as well as the duration of posting articles depends on the user’s disease. There was no significant correlation between the relative survival rates and the duration (Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient: \( r = 0.26, df = 6, p = 0.54 \)). When taking into consideration that the five-year relative survival rate is one factor of measuring the seriousness of diseases, the
seriousness of diseases had little influence on the continuation of article posting.

Japanese blogs comprise approximately 37% of the all blogs of the world in 2006 [38], which suggests that Japanese people are quite familiar with posting blog articles. However, Fig. 2 indicates that more than 50% of whole LifePalette users stopped posting articles. We used the generalized Wilcoxon test on this result, and there was no significant difference between male and female users (p = 0.42). This showed that even for Japanese people who should be familiar with posting blog articles have difficulty maintaining the long-term blog posting, while they are afflicted with diseases.

On the other hand, the generalized Wilcoxon test score between the users with comments and the users without comments showed significant difference (p = 0.0067). This result indicated that the users who had received comments tended to maintain their article posting for longer term, compared to those who had never received comments. However, this research did not investigate as far as whether receiving comments became the motivation of maintaining the continuation of article posting, or the continuous posting functioned as pump-priming to receive comments. To verify this relation between cause and effect, further study warranted.

From above investigations, it could be said that one of the factors associated with the continuation of the user’s article posting was whether the user received comments or not, instead of the other factors we had investigated, such as the disease types or the gender differences. The result of our research suggests the importance of receiving comments for the social network users. Some social networking services such as J-RARE.net[28] is taking the conflicts between users into consideration, and is disabling the commenting function. However, such conduct towards the social network function may possibly weaken user’s volition for being an active user, for patients may likely stop posting blog articles without responses.
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Fig. 3. The Kaplan-Meier curves associated with receiving comments. The vertical-axis represents the user rates of the blog posting. The user rates indicate the rates of the users who continued the article posting. The horizontal-axis represents the months passed since the first posting of each user (1 - 36 months). All curves showed the exponential decrease over time, but the group of the users who were getting one or more comments showed moderate decrease, whereas the group without comments showed acute decrease and eventually extinguished after 24 months.

Fig. 4. The relationship between the five-year relative survival rates of each disease (0-100%: line chart) and the duration of user’s posting (1-36 months: box plot). We used the public data distributed by National Cancer Center in Japan for the five-year relative survival rates [37]. The left vertical axis represents the period of writing (months), and the right vertical axis represents the active user rate (%). There was not a significant correlation between the period of writing and the active user rate.
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